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Agnieszka
Rachwal

what is most important to me Dreams - an
inseparable element of real life.

Perhaps it cannot be unequivocally stated that
dreams are as important in a person's life as
breathing. However, a person who gives up their
dreams - doesn't believe in anything, has no
aspirations or goals to pursue - has a significant
problem in their life that they should quickly
notice.We should never give upwhat dreams give
us in life. However, we are not talking about the
night visions that occur during sleep. When
talking about dreams, we refer to what we would

like to achieve in life, to what we put in front of us,
to goals and aspirations, to desires. Dreams make
life meaningful

A personwho stops dreaming is someonewhohas
no goals anymore. Such a person is in a difficult
situation. Why? Because there are no strong
motives that would allow her to develop further.
Our desires and the will to fulfill them are the
driving force for action.

Photographers Credits: Jac Lammers
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Black
Swann

Photographer Ambition :

Fear of failure, Striving for that
perfect moment I don't care if its
technically perfect, I do care it
reveals a truth and an emotion.
Whisper this quietly I don’t like
Cartier Bresson his work leaves me
cold. Capra and Macullen are
perhaps my two early influences,
their immediacy raw brutal approach
to the work hits you where the heart
is. Cecil Beaton was an amazing
Photographer I was lucky enough to
catch the recent retrospective world
tour his estate gave. His images are
emotive, cold, full of subtle
movement and yet as still as a vase.
Yet in each one of them you can
connect with his subject be it the
Queen of England or Nureyev. Hurrle
and his like taught me how a person
should be idealised refined as a
concept, stripped of all complex
lighting, revealed to be icons with
rock hard light, a pose and a vision.
Bailey is so simple he is too
complicated for me, I have looked
and looked at his work. It is refined,
styled by a vision, crafted out of love
and lust and presented in a way that
doesn’t give a damn. He likes it he
presents it he doesn’t care. Perhaps
the true mark of a Master. Carlos
Clark was someone I studied long
and hard, looking at old articles,
interviews, I was always striving to
get at least two percent of his work
and vision in my printing and
photography. I didn’t even get close
to that. Just the raw Sexuality and
sensuality of his vision exploded off
the pages of magazines, stark mono
the interplay of light on latex and the
curve and shadow in juxtaposition to
the angularity of his sets. The
antithesis of Bailey but two masters
who shared a vision and only cared
about their own photographic voice.

Photographers Credits: Sheridan's
Photography
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Clara
Taylor

Photographer Ambition :

Fear of failure, Striving for that perfect moment I
don’t care if its technically perfect, I do care it
reveals a truth and an emotion. Whisper this
quietly I don’t like Cartier Bresson his work leaves
me cold. Capra and Macullen are perhaps my two
early influences, their immediacy raw brutal
approach to the work hits you where the heart is.

Cecil Beaton was an amazing Photographer I was
lucky enough to catch the recent retrospective
world tour his estate gave. His images are
emotive, cold, full of subtle movement and yet as
still as a vase. Yet in each one of them you can
connect with his subject be it the Queen of
England or Nureyev. Hurrle and his like taught me
how a person should be idealised refined as a
concept, stripped of all complex lighting, revealed

to be icons with rock hard light, a pose and a
vision. Bailey is so simple he is too complicated
for me, I have looked and looked at his work. It is
refined, styled by a vision, crafted out of love and
lust and presented in a way that doesn’t give a
damn. He likes it he presents it he doesn’t care.
Perhaps the true mark of a Master. Carlos Clark
was someone I studied long and hard, looking at
old articles, interviews, I was always striving to
get at least two percent of his work and vision in

my printing and photography. I didn’t even get
close to that. Just the raw Sexuality and sensuality
of his vision exploded off the pages of magazines,
stark mono the interplay of light on latex and the
curve and shadow in juxtaposition to the
angularity of his sets. The antithesis of Bailey but
two masters who shared a vision and only cared
about their own photographic voice.

Photographers Credits: Sheridan's Photography
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Faye
Delune

My names Faye Delune, and I’m A
Professional Model, Promoter and
Photographer, (Delune Photography) of over
10+ years, but I’m really just an all around
creative person and artist. I make a lot of
different forms of content and art. Online
Content is mymain form of art tho. Honestly
my dream is to just make art, and make
others happy, but really, If I can spark a
reaction of any kind from my art, then I’ve
met my goal. I’m a huge nature lover, who’s
obsessed with all things astrology and
space. so I try my best to incorporate nature
and astrology into my work. But really, I just
love bringing ideas, and stories to life with
my art. Almost every image of either me, or
my photography, I try to convey a story
within it. “I’m A Blank Canvas, Give Me A
Story To Tell.” / “Lets Tell A Story.” / “A Story
Within Each Piece” Are the phrases I Use To
Describe My Art. For the past 10 years, I’ve
been studying and learning Photography,
Modeling, Promoting and Marketing at The
Professional Level and really enjoying the
artistic aspect of it all. In 10 years, as a
model, photographer, and Promoter, I have
had the honor of being featured in/on
countless of Magazines, Runways,
Commercials, Editorials, Catalogs, Websites,
Social Medias, and more! I have also worked
with several Brands, Companies, Businesses,
Artists, Designers, Bands, andmore! Through
the years, I’ve had the pleasure of meeting a
lot of very cool, interesting, and kind people.
I’m a social butterfly, so obviously this was
heaven forme. People leave impacts on you,
and this job of mine, regardless of if I’m the
model, photographer or promoter, it allows
me to meet lots of people, who usually
leave impacts on me and vice versa.

I love making art, and love showing it off.

I hope you enjoy my work, and I welcome
you to my world.

~ Faye Delune

FayeDelune.com - FayeDelune@Yahoo.com

Photos Credits :: JL Martin ; Vision Knights
Photography
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Louise

Photographer Ambition :

Fear of failure, Striving for that
perfect moment I don’t care if its
technically perfect, I do care it reveals
a truth and an emotion. Whisper this
quietly I don’t like Cartier Bresson his
work leaves me cold. Capra and
Macullen are perhaps my two early
influences, their immediacy raw
brutal approach to the work hits you
where the heart is. Cecil Beaton was
an amazing Photographer I was lucky
enough to catch the recent
retrospective world tour his estate
gave. His images are emotive, cold,
full of subtle movement and yet as
still as a vase. Yet in each one of them
you can connect with his subject be it
the Queen of England or Nureyev.
Hurrle and his like taught me how a
person should be idealised refined as
a concept, stripped of all complex
lighting, revealed to be icons with
rock hard light, a pose and a vision.
Bailey is so simple he is too
complicated forme, I have looked and
looked at his work. It is refined, styled
by a vision, crafted out of love and
lust and presented in a way that
doesn’t give a damn. He likes it he
presents it he doesn’t care. Perhaps
the truemark of aMaster. Carlos Clark
was someone I studied long and hard,
looking at old articles, interviews, I
was always striving to get at least two
percent of his work and vision in my
printing and photography. I didn’t
even get close to that. Just the raw
Sexuality and sensuality of his vision
exploded off the pages of magazines,
stark mono the interplay of light on
latex and the curve and shadow in
juxtaposition to the angularity of his
sets. The antithesis of Bailey but two
masters who shared a vision and only
cared about their own photographic
voice.

Photographers Credits: Sheridan's
Photography
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I aspire to be the best model I can
be to show youngsters that it's OK
to be different and be yourself. My
achievements are to simply love
myself as it's been a rough year so
far!

Photographers Credits: Raymond's
Images on Facebook, Instagram
and purple port

Selina
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Takita
lee

Hello may I begin with thank you to
all those that have been very
supportive along the journey your
love has keep me going for many
years and I’m very grateful to have
such an amazing group or people
surrounding me I’m very honoured
to have been selected to share my
work with you and the magazine
thank you for this opportunity.

My name is Takita lee Better know
as

The Dreamer.To friend family and
my beautiful fans my dream is
becomemy best in all I am

I dream to inspire all up in coming
models to take risk believe in them
self stand tall and be confident I
dream to be one of the best role
models I can be as I still grow and
learn to reach all I can along the
way.I dream to have done all I can to
help where I am needed to achieve
better for those in need .My Goals
are you continue pushing for higher
and bigger more exposure more
gigs .As a published model I have
accomplished a lot over my time
I’ve done music video fashion
shows and walked for some
amazing designers I have found a
few challenges due to my height
andwalking the runway sometimes
is a must be 5/8 at less for a shorter
pets likeme at 5 feet I had to getmy
walk down so I’d stand out from the
taller lady’s being smaller
sometimes can be an issue or fun
how ever you look at it but I’m very
grateful and excited to have always
had fashion on my side and
continue to be inspiration to all that
looks up to me I’m very happy to
know that I’m loved in ways I can’t
explain so to my fans I love you and
thanks for always supporting me

Photographers Credits: Roland
Glimer
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Th3
Dr3am3r Lee

Dreamer Healer Different

She a passionate confident different
kinda type

Inspired by who I am and who I will
become

I looked forward to new growth and
shining bright as I can

My Dreams and goals are always to
be full of inspiration joy and full of
life

As a National and internationally
published Model of the DMV Im
encouraged to inspire all up and
coming model to be confident in
who they are enjoy and ware the
skin there in at all times and at cost
be your truth and full self inside and
out

I’m grateful to have all the support
along the years as I have been
growing more and more into whom i
was designed and born to be

A light to lead the way in the
darkness

As a role model I hope I’m able to
reach out with uplifting grace over
many

although I have a list of goals a few
I’mworking on right now are to keep
pusher for higher and more a few
has a little to do with getting more
exposure and

getting exposed requires getting out
there so I’m no longer wanting to
depend on Ubers n

Greyhound I enjoy learning always
reading walks on the beach
shopping and it’s Uber or Lyft so to
drive myself I’m enjoying it

I have been grateful to have been
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able to be apart of a few
music videos and two
movies loveeeeeee it I have
walk many fashions shows
for some beautiful creatures
absolutely amazing
designers work with some
awesome singers and
musicians I’ve also had many
amazing make up artist
p h o t o g r a p h e r s
videographers and enjoyed
each opportunity of working
these beautiful people actors
actresses and other models
producers and directors

As a short story teller Candle
maker T-shirt designer pet
lover I enjoy being able to
learn and

to adjust to my fears and
flaws not allowing them to
stop me

I stepped into who I am and
who I desire to be

as comfortably as I believe I
can be I continue to push my
self Daily

I’m very horned to be where
I’m

At In my current horned to
have gain all I have and to
getting to where I am

I thank the most high all my
family and friends
supporters and fans it’s
amazing to carry on my
Journey with so much love n
support

I’m very inspired and
thankful

Photographers Credits:
Roland Gilmer
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